JSTOR is a not-for-profit service that helps scholars, researchers, and students discover, use, and build upon a wide range of content in a trusted digital archive. We use information technology and tools to increase productivity and facilitate new forms of scholarship. For more information about JSTOR, please contact support@jstor.org. The Chinese dynastic histories, the chief source of information on China's frontier peoples, have also made it difficult to identify the early Manchu ancestry. They always labeled those people as barbarians and paid little or no attention to their ethnic and cultural differences, so that their information is both biased and sketchy. Moreover, the chroniclers were mainly literary men, not ethnologists or anthropologists, so that the dynastic histories often described only the most powerful groups, treating them as representative of all in the region. Consequently, their names changed in the dynastic histories whenever political domination shifted. Such defects in the sources make it difficult to identify the early ancestral line of the Manchus.
fronted with the native Paleo-Asiatic settlers in Manchuria, the newcomers moved on to Siberia and laid the foundation of the northern Tungus. A later wave of proto-Tungus migrants remained in Manchuria and became the southern Tungus.' Shirokogoroff's view is vigorously opposed by some scholars for its lack of scientific proof. Besides, it is tied to a groundless theory that advocates the western origin of the Chinese."1 Some recent studies identify Manchuria as the original home of the Tungus. For example, the archaeological findings from the neolithic site in Mi-shan ?L district, Heilungkiang province, are believed to be the artifacts of the Tungus.12 Given that the Tungus have resided in Manchuria for millennia, this view is worth considering, although more archaeological evidence is needed. Wherever the Tungus homeland may have been, the location doubtless has some bearing on early Manchu ancestry.
Another issue about the early ancestral line of the Manchus involves the myth of the origin of the Ch'ing imperial house as told in a legend based on the bird myth popular among many Tung-i groups. Before the 1970s, the myth did not attract serious attention in spite of its importance to the early Manchu ancestry. The myth has two versions. One version, attributed to Hong-taiji -q;k& (also known as Abahai, r. 1627-43), the second ruler of the Manchu state, is lengthy and elaborate. It first appeared in Ch'ing T'ai-tsu Wu Huang-ti Nu-erh-ha-ch 'i shih-lu MR (Veritable Records of Nurgaci, Emperor T'ai-tsu, the Martial, of the Ch'ing Dynasty), which was completed in 1636. 13 Since then it has been in- After weighing various aspects of the issue, one is inclined toward the first interpretation, which is both more logical and better documented. But another question needs clarification-namely, were the Su-shen people a homogeneous ethnic group, or a political entity? Once again, there are two interpretations. Numerous Chinese sources, especially the dynastic histories, record the Sushen as a unified and homogeneous group and treat them as the progenitors of all later groups of people in ancient Manchuria. In chronological order, these later groups were the I-lou 48l, Wu-chi tzk, Mo-ho UN, etc. Several historians-Yeh Hsiang-kao A pJi A, Chin Yu-fu , and Meng Sen jP, to name just a few-refer to these groups as being the same people with different designations. As a result, they identify later groups with earlier ones-for example, the I-lou with the Su-shen, and the Wu-chi with the I-lou.24 Even very recent articles written by Hsi Liu-fang -APO, Yang Paolung 09Rd, Ch'en Hsien-ch'ang KWI, and Chang T'ai-hsiang X tf, and published in the years 1980-85, subscribe to the same view.25 As one scholar complains, however, the weakness of this interpretation is apparent, because it follows a "mono-ethnogenetic" approach.26 It fails to explain how the Su-shen could have become the ancestors of so many ethnic groups and why they frequently had to change names.
At the other end of the controversy is the view based largely on a political approach and formulated possibly by Ting Ch'ien TA (1843-1919), a specialist in Chinese frontier history and geography. Under early Mongol rule, the Jurchen groups in Manchuria enjoyed relative stability and progress. During natural disasters, they were given food and other assistance by the Yuan government. At the same time, they had to pay taxes, to send tributes, particularly gerfalcons, which helped the Mongols to hunt, and to perform both labor and military services. But toward the mid-fourteenth century, the Yuan dynasty had become weakened by domestic problems, and its demands for gerfalcons had grown excessive. Consequently, the Water Tartars and the Wu-che tribe staged several rebellions.49 Although Mongol supremacy ended in 1368, it was not until the seventeenth century that the Jurchen people were again blessed by fortune.
The transition from Yuan to Ming affected the political situation of the Jurchen people in Manchuria. Though they had been driven out of China, the Mongols continued to be a threat and a prime source of anxiety for the Ming rulers. For instance, the Mongols in Manchuria held out against the Ming for twenty years (1368-87). They frequently attacked China, especially after the Yung-lo period (1403-24), the apex of Ming power. The Ming government gave border defense priority and made sure that there were sufficient troops to deal with Mongol invaders. At the same time, they adopted a non-military policy of indirect control, or loose rein (chimi i1%), toward the Jurchens.50 As a result, the Ming was less effective than the Yuan in controlling the Jurchen tribes. As a component of the Manchus, the "Wild" Jurchens occupied the area stretching from the entire Amur valley to the banks of the Ussuri River and from these two rivers to the Okhotsk and Japan Seas. Contrary to popular opinion, the "Wild" Jurchens were not necessarily less civilized simply because the Ming government referred to them, including the Chien-chou and Hai-hsi, as "wild" or " savage. " The term "Wild Jurchens" was actually no more than a rather vague and biased classification based on traditional Chinese values. According to recent studies, the far-flung Jurchen tribes whose chieftains did not regularly receive official titles from the Ming court or send tributes to it were usually recorded in official compilations as "wild" people. One may therefore conclude that the "wild" people were largely outlying Jurchen tribesmen, who spoke Tungus dialects and engaged in hunting.69
The "Wild" Jurchens were divided into two main groups: Eastern Sea (Tung-hai 1i) and Amur River. In the Eastern Sea group were the Weji St tribesmen, who were the descendants of the aforementioned Wu-chi people, the Warka 2TL&TJ tribes, the Hurha * or 1T/, and the Goldi, known to the Russians as the Nanays. In general, these tribes settled in the region between the lower Sungari and the Japan Sea, including the Maritime District of the Soviet Union today. Because they were closely connected with the Chien-chou and Hai-hsi Jurchens in language and customs, Nurgaci sent troops as early as 1598 to unify the Eastern Sea tribes, with the Warka people as his first target. After nearly thirty years of military and diplomatic campaigns, he finally brought the entire region under his control. The Jurchen chiefs, who were unaware of the derogatory connotation of these two characters, were happy to be addressed as such. When they became aware of the real meaning, they kept the sound but adopted two other characters, "Man-chou" WM, as the name for both the people and Determining the origins and meaning of the term "Manchu" is moreover difficult because Ch'ing rulers were politically motivated to tailor some of the sources about the early history of the dynasty. The alterations of the old Manchu archives and repeated revisions of the Veritable Records (shih-lu VAi) dealing with the reign of Nurgaci are cases in point.1"5 A final source of difficulty is the Manchu language, which greatly differs from Chinese. When rendered from one language to the other, some terms undergo connotative changes. Unless these difficulties can somehow be overcome, the origins and meaning of the term "Manchu" will continue to puzzle scholars.
Notwithstanding the above difficulties, some aspects of the term "Manchu" may be clarified. The Manchus were largely a political entity, whose formation corresponded with the unification of the jurchen tribes by Nurgaci after 1583. The term "Manchu" first appeared during Nurgaci's reign and came into use shortly after the succession of Hong-taiji to the throne. But not until 1635 was it officially coined as the name of Hong-taiji's subjects, who consisted of Mongol, Chinese, and Korean components in addition to various Jurchen groups.1"6 Moreover, the term "Manchu" does not seem to have originated in ancient Chinese books because Nurgaci, Hong-taiji, and their close associates were warriors, first and last. It is unlikely that they After years of conquests Nurgaci added to his jusen many new subjects including both Jurchen and non-Jurchen peoples. When the political and military institutions were arranged at various levels for administrative reasons, the jusen were subjected to more control from the hierarchy, and their status became degraded. Although legally not slaves, the jusen had more obligations and less freedom than before. As the social realities changed, the word jusen became confused with "aha." After Hong-taiji came to the throne, the number of the jusen increased and their components became complex. The termjusen increasingly became a misnomer for the people who would after 1644 be the conquering class in China."19 By calling his subjects "Manchu" -a term free of anachronistic connotations and actually already in use-Hong-taiji could correct the confusion created by the namejusen, and assure its acceptance by the peoples as their common designation.
Finally, the adoption of the name "Manchu" was in accord with Hong-taiji's efforts to consolidate his political power. Unlike Nurgaci who was interested in a small frontier state and in sharing his authority with family members, Hong-taiji envisioned a centralized empire under his sole control. Nevertheless, in the face of powerful aristocrats, he was merely the prima inter pares and had to rule jointly with three other princes during the early part of his reign. It was not until 1632 that he was able, through much maneuvering, to terminate the co-rule. Since the struggle for power is a permanent issue within a ruling group, the ruler's effort to consolidate his power is a persistent political phenomenon. Evidently, the substitution of the name "Manchu'" for the term jusen was also Hong-taiji's maneuver for more political power. Whereas the name jusen had come to pertain only to the common people, the term Manchu could be applied to both the commoners and the aristocrats. By using the new name, Hong-taiji attempted to place himself above both aristocrats and commoners.
In addition, the term "Man-chu" existed before Hong-taiji's ascendancy. Whatever its origin or meaning, an old term would During the unification by Nurgaci in the early seventeenth century, the Jurchens acquired considerable non-Jurchen traits and gained a distinct ethnopolitical identity. From 1613 onward, this new group was occasionally mentioned in Ch'ing sources as the "Man-chou" or "Manchu." For political and social reasons, Hong-taiji adopted this term in 1635 as the official designation of his subjects. Unfortunately, there have been controversial interpretations regarding the origin and meaning of the name "Manchu" since the first half of the eighteenth century. Considering the difficulties involved, it seems inadvisable to offer yet another interpretation, which would merely create a new dispute, rather than solve the old. Nonetheless, a study of the formation of the Manchus may contribute to the understanding of Ming-Ch'ing times.
